
Kiss Kiss Revolution
by Rich DDT & JStar

Did you think dancing on beat or making guitar hero 
music sound sweet was fun? Just wait till you try Kiss Kiss 
Revolution! This collaborative make-out experience gives 
any two partners the chance to rhythmically time their 
kisses to the beats, with rewards of music, lights, 
spine-tingling vibrations and intimately untold treats! 
(Cooties vaccination not included)

Kiss Kiss Revolution (KKR) is a marriage between Dance 
Dance Revolution, Guitar Hero, Magic Fingers and a 
Kissing Booth. Hands down, it’s the coolest Kissing Booth 
on Earth - and poised to better our understanding of 
human intimacy.  KKR Video and KKR Photos
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About: Kissing booths have long been a cultural staple, offering to pull on 
our heartstrings and fulfill a need for human intimacy, sometimes in 
service of a charity. Rhythm games like DDR & Guitar Hero are an 
addictive and popular new genre of arcade game, incentivizing players to 
dance or play simulated music instruments in time with a song; and 
almost always in exchange for cash. Kiss Kiss Revolution merges these 
worlds and transforms an intimate partner experience into a challenging 
new format, gamifying - and possibly commodifying - physical 
connection.

KKR is also a platform on which social psychologists and cognitive 
scientists can study human perception in a game of intimacy, risk and 
reward. Does kissing remain a genuine expression of connection, or does 
it become just a means to achieving a high score in the end? How might 
this change as positive feedback is increased?

Operation Walkthru: You are greeted by a friendly KKR host, paired up 
with a partner (if arriving single), and briefed on the mission directive and 
rules of play. This includes an emphasis on respectful boundaries & 
consent.

To begin gameplay, you and your partner stand on opposite sides of the 
facade, select a song to kiss to from a tablet console, and each grabs a 
Kiss Wand in their hand.

Operation Cont’d: You're given a heartbeat at the start of each song to 
build anticipation and set the tempo, and instructed to "Kiss on the Beat!" 
The electronics and sensors detect when you're kissing, and how well 
timed and intense your kisses are. Each kiss adds musical elements and 
sound effects to the soundtrack, and a pre-recorded voice rates your 
performance with positive affirmations and teasing nudges. Each kiss is 
also reflected in synchronized LED sequences on the 3 LED rings and 
glowing speakers on the top of the installation. You also get spine tingling 
full-body vibrational feedback via subsonic transducers installed in 
platform base, as well as vibrations in your hands from the Kiss Wands 
themselves. Winners are given a KKR badge and other event-specific 
prizes.

Roles: Concept, electronics, sensors, microcontroller code, interface 
design, lighting design, sound design, music curation. JStar co-designed 
the facade and painted logo, Sneha assisted with code.

Components: CNC’d plywood facade, paint, LED’s and HDPE diffuser 
tubing, soundsystem and amps, modified vibrators & subsonic 
transducers, copper tape, iPad, electronics including multiple 
microcontrollers, resistive touch sensors (Note: no computers are used - 
all the logic is microcontroller based)

https://youtu.be/R4EIKEdOj0c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bx4Tp3M1DdSDMHlSTmEwcXBfSzQ

